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ABSTRACT
We study the population of spiral galaxies inhabiting the region between the red and blue sequences observed in colourmass space. Recent evidence suggests that blue, starforming spiral
galaxies migrate towards the red sequence following a reduction in the star formation. However, the nature of the mechanism responsible for the reduction in star formation activity and the
subsequent migration has yet to be determined. We use a complete volumelimited sample of galaxies in different environments (from isolated systems to cluster members) in order to
disentangle the effects on migration from quenching due to active galactic nuclei (AGN) and environmental mechanisms.
Although our analysis confirms that a high fraction of spirals in the region between the two sequences host active galactic nuclei (AGN), it clearly shows that spirals with reduced star
formation are gaspoor objects preferentially found in the cluster environment. This not only suggests that environmental effects could play a significant role in driving local galaxies from the
blue sequence, but also suggests that AGN are not responsible for reducing the amount of star formation. We conclude that environmental effects must be considered in order to better
understand galaxy evolution in the local universe.

WHAT DISRUPTS STAR FORMATION?

INTRODUCTION
Galaxies occupy two sequences in colourmass diagrams (Wyder et al. 2007),
where colour traces star formation (SF):
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Figure 1: Colourmass diagram for the sample of 'red and dead' elliptical galaxies
(triangles) and starforming spiral galaxies (circles) studied in this work. The spirals
migrate towards the red sequence.

Figure 3: AGN feedback and gas stripping both modify star formation in galaxies.
Left: Active Galactic Nuclei: energy from a supermassive black hole at the center of the
galaxy heats gas internally, preventing any collapse to form stars. Traced using optical
spectroscopy. Right: Gas deficiency: gas from galaxies is externally removed via the
interaction with hot intracluster gas in high density environments, removing the fuel for star
formation. Traced using atomic hydrogen 21cm emission.

AGN FEEDBACK AND GAS DEFICIENCY

Figure 2: SDSS optical images of a selection of high mass spiral galaxies, arranged from
the bluest (bottom right) to reddest (top left) objects. Spirals change colour and migrate
towards the red sequence as star formation decreases and old, red populations dominate
the emission.

Is star formation in spirals reduced by an internal or external mechanism?

Figure 4: The colourmass diagrams for the sample, as in Figure 1. Left panel: AGNhosting
spirals (red circles) are highlighted. AGNhosts which have left the blue sequence are
confined to the most massive systems and do not appear redder than normal spirals (blue
circles) at a fixed mass. Right panel: Gaspoor spirals (green circles) cover the whole range
of masses of migrating spirals, and appear redder than gasrich spirals (blue circles).
The red sequence galaxies (grey triangles) are retained in the plots as a visual aid.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY
Figure 6: The colourmass diagrams of
galaxies
inhabiting
the
different
environments. Comparing the cluster (top
panels) and field (bottom panels), it is evident
that the migrating spirals mainly occur in the
cluster, and few field spirals leave the blue
sequence.

CONCLUSIONS
For the first time, we see that migrating
galaxies are gas poor spirals inhabiting
high density cluster environments.
Our work supports an environmental
mechanism driving the migration, and
we see no evidence in support of AGN
reducing the star formation.

Left panels: Despite similar fractions of
AGNhost galaxies (red circles) on the blue
sequence in both environments, the migrating
population of the cluster is not mirrored in the
field, as would be expected if AGN internally
reduce the star formation.

FUTURE WORK

Right panels: Gaspoor spirals (green
circles) are on average redder than the
normal spirals (blue circles) at a fixed stellar
mass. As gas stripping mainly occurs in
clusters, the fact that no migration is
observed in the field is not surprising.
The red sequence galaxies (grey triangles)
are retained in the plots as a visual aid.
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Figure 6: Herschel, scheduled for
launch next month, hopes to study
these galaxies in detail.
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